Ice VII and VIII are the dominant high pressure phases of solid water. At 300 K, ice VII is stable between 2 and ≈70 GPa where it transforms continuously into hydrogen-centered ice X. Upon cooling to below ≈270 K it converts to its hydrogenordered form ice VIII which is stable down to 0 K. The compressional behavior of these two phases has been studied by several groups [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] up to the megabar range. These were mainly carried out by x-ray diffraction techniques in a diamond anvil cell (DAC) providing density as a function of pressure, and focused almost exclusively on ice VII which does not require cryogenic techniques. Fits to the V (P ) data using various types of equation of state (EoS) relations are expected to give the bulk modulus B 0 , its pressure derivative B 0 , and the ambient-pressure volume (density) V 0 . But, although these equations of state all give acceptable fits to the data over the considered pressure range, the extracted parameters scatter strongly between different measurements. The reported bulk moduli of ice VII, for example, scatter between 4-5 GPa [11] [12] [13] and 24 GPa [3] , and even in the most recent work vary between 13 GPa [14] and 21 GPa [15] . It hence appears that most of the reported equations of state are merely fits to V (P ) data with little physical significance concerning B 0 , B 0 , and V 0 . It should be noted that ice VII can be decompressed to ambient pressure (recovered) [16] and that therefore B 0 , B 0 , and V 0 are well-defined thermodynamic material properties. Equations of state with unphysical parameters are not very useful for drawing any conclusions on binding properties at a microscopic level. They can hardly be compared with theory, and they cannot be extended significantly beyond the pressure range they were established for.
Here we present equations of state of ice VII at 298 K and ice VIII at low temperatures to 93 K which give physically meaningful values for B 0 , B 0 , and V 0 which are consistent with measured values on recovered samples. Our EoS is based on high pressure neutron diffraction data between 2 and 13.7 GPa, using lead as pressure marker, similar to previous experiments [14] but with a significantly extended pressure range. Compared to DAC measurements, this approach has various * Corresponding author: stefan.klotz@impmc.upmc.fr advantages. The spheroidal pressure chamber used in such a setup is known to produce an almost homogeneous pressure distribution [17] , contrary to the situation in DAC work where pressure differences of typically 10% are observed [7] . Also, the bulk modulus of Pb is similar to that of the sample which eliminates the possibility of false pressure reading through the "Lamé effect" [18] . The pressure determined by Pb was recently calibrated to the NaCl scale and gives an accuracy on pressure which is comparable to that of the ruby scale, if not better [19] .
Neutron diffraction measurements were carried out on two sample loadings at the high pressure beamline PLANET [20] at MLF, the Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC), Tokai, Ibaraki, Japan. Both runs used double-toroidal sintered diamond anvils [21] , encapsulating TiZr gaskets, deuterated water (99.6% D) from Eurisotop (France), and highly pure lead from New Metals and Chemicals Ltd. The first loading was entirely dedicated to ice VII at 298 K and used a VX4-type Paris-Edinburgh load frame [22] with the position of the sample (which is critical for accurate determination of lattice parameters) maintained to within ±0.1 mm relative to the laboratory frame using a previously determined calibration of the position as a function of load. The second loading applied a variable-temperature "Mito" system [23] and sintered diamond anvils with reduced sample volume compared to the first loading. In these measurements the sample position was determined by a scan along the beam direction and monitoring the scattered intensity of the sample, again to within ±0.1 mm. In both loadings about 1 mm 3 lead was cut into several pieces and distributed across the sample chamber. Lattice parameters (hence unit cell volumes) of ice VII/VIII and Pb were determined from Rietveld refinements as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 . Due to the small sample volume in the second loading the diffraction patterns in these measurements contain reflections from the anvil material, i.e., diamond. This was considered as an additional phase and included in the fits. The refinements were carried out using Fullprof [24] based on the known structures of ice VII (space group P n3m) with O at (0. 25 (5) and diamond (space group F d3m), as well as a minimum of refineable parameters. Apart from lattice parameters, these are the fractional atomic coordinate of O (phase VIII) and D (phases VII and VIII), isotropic thermal displacement factors, and profile coefficients. The instrumental parameters which determine the conversion from time-of-flight to d spacing were determined by refining a pattern of a SRM 640d silicon powder sample from NIST, collected in the respective cycles, and imposing the lattice parameter to 5.431625Å as recommended by the sample certificate. This procedure ensures that all lattice parameters cited in this paper are calibrated against the Si standard for which the lattice parameters are accurate to 2 × 10 −4Å
. The pressure values were obtained from the refined lattice parameters of Pb using its equation of state published in Ref. [19] and an ambient pressure lattice parameter of 4.95216Å as determined in a separate measurement on the same instrument. An important detail concerns pressure/temperature changes: to minimize potential nonhydrostatic strains all pressure changes were carried out at room temperature, followed by cooling at constant load which results in essentially isochoric temperature variation. Temperatures were measured with an accuracy better than ±1 K by two thermocouples attached to each anvil at a distance of 10 mm from the sample. The results of the refinements are summarized in Table I for ice VII and Table II for ice VIII at 93 and 196 K.
The V (P ) data (Tables I and II) were then fitted to three equation of state relations. With the definitions X = (V /V 0 ) (1/3) , the bulk modulus at ambient pressure B 0 = −(∂P /∂lnV ) 0 , and its pressure derivative B 0 = (∂B 0 /∂P ), these are:
(1) A third-order Birch equation [25] ("Birch-Murnaghan" EoS, in the following abbreviated as "BM"): For B 0 = 4, this relation reduces to the "second-order BirchMurnaghan" EoS, often simply called "Birch-EoS".
(2) Rydberg-Vinet EoS [26] , in the literature mostly called "Vinet" EoS and in the following abbreviated as "RV":
(3) Holzapfel's AP1 EoS [27] , formerly denoted as H11 [28] , and in the following abbreviated as "AP1":
In this analysis we deliberately exclude the simple Murnaghan equation [29] due to its well-known shortcomings. This relation implies a volume-independent B which leads to an unrealistic V (P ) at compression ratios V /V 0 smaller than ≈0.9, see Ref. [30] for a detailed discussion on this issue. Since compression ranges in our experiments are as small as 0.7%, the Murnaghan equation is clearly an inappropriate choice. Fits to the data were carried out with the program DatLab [31] , and checks were made using two other commercial softwares. These gave slightly different results, though consistent within the errors, probably due to details of the numerical implementation.
I. ICE VII
Results for ice VII are plotted Fig. 3 in which we include for comparison two other recently published measurements on ice VII. These are neutron powder diffraction data [14] measured between 2 and 6.7 GPa, and x-ray powder data collected in a DAC between 2.7 and 9.8 GPa [15] . We regard these two data sets as the most trustworthy V (P ) in the 2-10 GPa range, compared to previous measurements which mostly focused on pressures in the Mbar range [4, 5, 7, 8, 11] . Figure 3 reveals a remarkable agreement between our neutron data and those of Fortes et al. [14] , despite the fact that they were obtained on different instruments, at different neutron sources. The reported EoS by Bezacier et al. [15] gives systematically larger unit cell volumes, up to ≈0.7% at ≈5 GPa, equivalent to a difference in pressure of 0.4 GPa.
In an initial analysis, the parameter V 0 was included in the fits which gave (B 0 , B 0 , V 0 ) values of (14.1 ± 1.1 GPa, Table III . In order to gauge how far this EoS is extendable in pressure we show in Fig. 4 P (V ) curves extrapolated to 100 GPa (1 Mbar) and compare it with three data sets obtained in diamond anvil cells [4, 7, 11] . We first recognize the considerable scattering of the data, both within a given data set as well as between different experiments. In the low pressure range up to 10 GPa the data by Wolanin et al. [7] , which were corrected for nonhydrostatic stresses, agree rather well with our neutron results and the agreement with the extrapolated EoS holds to at least ≈20 GPa. Above ≈25 GPa, the scattering of the data is considerable and no clear conclusion can be (2)], compared to three data sets from x-ray diffraction in diamond anvil cells [4, 7, 11] .
drawn on which result is the most accurate. Above ≈30 GPa the x-ray volumes appear to be on average below our EoS, a fact which hardly can be ascribed to the ice VII-ice X transition [12, 13] which occurs between 60 and 70 GPa [8] . What is clear, on the contrary, it that for pressures >85 GPa, the agreement with the x-ray data becomes better and this holds to 160 GPa (not shown in Fig. 4) , the highest pressure attained by Wolanin et al. [7] and Loubeyre et al. [11] . In overall it can be concluded that, despite being established on data in the 0-13.7 GPa range, our EoS extrapolates rather well up to at least ≈30 GPa, possibly even higher, and therefore covers a large part of the stability range of ice VII.
It is clear from these measurements that, whatever the choice of the EoS relation, the zero pressure bulk modulus B 0 of ice VII is approximately 14 GPa or slightly smaller, and its derivative B 0 between 5.9 and 6.2. This places our B 0 on the lower edge compared to most previous diffraction experiments; consequently, our B 0 is larger than reported in the majority of these investigations. However, our predicted bulk moduli fit almost perfectly the B(P ) dependence obtained from Shimizu's et al. Brillouin scattering measurements [6] to at least 7 GPa. We note that these measurements determine bulk moduli (adiabatic, which can be converted to isothermal values) without a fit to EoS relations, i.e., a comparison with results from such model-independent methods is particularly relevant.
II. ICE VIII
Results of the refinements of ice VIII patterns at 93 and 196 K (Table II) are plotted in Fig. 5 . This plot includes for comparison the only two published measurements on ice VIII, i.e., x-ray powder diffraction data by Pruzan et al. [8] and Yamawaki et al. [10] . The former were obtained on coldcompressed samples which might explain the larger deviation from our data compared to the results of Yamawaki et al. Similar to the analysis of ice VII, the data were fitted for each temperature to three EoS forms which gave results listed in Table IV . In the 93 K data set we included an ambient pressure value of 160.35Å 3 determined from neutron diffraction measurements at ISIS on a recovered sample at this temperature [32] , see the discussion further below. Since fits to this data set gave V 0 values which deviate by only 0.01Å 3 , V 0 = 160.35Å 3 was imposed in the final analysis.
For the 196 K isotherm, only the high pressure data were included in the fits. These gave fitted V 0 values which are less [16, 32] , the square is the V 0 value of ice VII at 300 K. The line is an extrapolation as explained in the text.
constrained, but nevertheless differed by only 0.1Å 3 . A value of V 0 = 164.05Å 3 was therefore imposed in the final analysis.
Due to the limited number of pressure points the error bars on V 0 , B 0 , and B 0 are larger than in the case of ice VII, in particular for the 196 K isotherm where no measured V 0 value is available. However, it is beyond uncertainty that the bulk modulus substantially increases with decreasing temperature-as expected-to reach approximately 18.5 GPa at 93 K. The situation is less clear for B 0 which appears to have little temperature dependence, if at all.
It was pointed out by Besson et al. [33] that an EoS established for ice VII must also hold for ice VIII, at least close to ≈270 K. The reason is that the VII-VIII transition line has a slope dT /dP = 0 with a relative volume difference between the two phases smaller than 10 −3 . Even beyond ≈15 GPa, the experimental evidence of a significant volume difference is weak. This means that, above (in ice VII) and below (in ice VIII) the transition line, the equations of state must be strictly identical. If the thermal expansion of ice VII is known, its EoS can therefore be extended to low temperatures using the Vinet formalism [26] . This allows a direct comparison between ice VII and ice VIII and to gauge to which extent an EoS common to both phases can be established.
For this purpose we use V (T ) neutron diffraction data of recovered ice VII collected in the 6-100 K range at ISIS [16, 32] and parametrized them by an empirical ∝T 3 law as shown Fig. 6 . Above 100 K, where recovered ice VII is unstable, we assume a linear behavior of the thermal expansion coefficient α(T) = 1.36 × 10
When integrated, the resulting V (T ) curve connects to V 0 = 42.25Å 3 (12.72 cm 3 /mol) at 298 K as required by our high pressure measurements discussed above. It gives an expansivity of 3.8 × 10 −4 K −1 at ambient temperature which agrees within ≈50% to values found in ice phases Ih and VI [14] but which is significantly larger than values cited in Refs. [5, 9] for ice VII. With this thermal expansion, the temperature dependence of B 0 (T ) and B 0 is then given in the Vinet formalism [26] by Fig. 5 as dotted lines. In the low pressure range up to ≈5 GPa the agreement with the measured data on ice VIII is remarkable, in particular for the 93 K isotherm where the predicted and measured bulk moduli coincide within experimental error, i.e., B 0 = 18.5 GPa. Note that this isotherm makes no assumption on the thermal expansion coefficient since it uses only the measured V 0 (93 K) value to determine B 0 and B 0 . Above ≈7 GPa the deviations seem to become significant, at least for the 93 K isotherm. This is obviously related to the fact that at low temperatures the measurements find a larger B 0 for ice VIII than expected from an extrapolation of the EoS of ice VII. In other words, the ambient pressure bulk moduli are undistinguishable, but under pressure ice VIII becomes stiffer, at sufficiently low temperatures. The limited number of data points does not allow a firm conclusion but-if confirmedthis potential anomaly in the EoS could well be related to the anomalous stiffening of phonon modes observed in the same P /T range in infrared measurements and first-principles calculations [34] . Its microscopic origin is believed to be in a subtle pressure-induced phonon instability which was reported [34] to have also an effect on the equation of state of ice VIII. The neutron data also observe an anomaly in the c/a ratio (not shown) which might be related to this phenomenon.
III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The values of B 0 we find for ice phases VII and VIII, i.e., 13-18 GPa, are consistent with the fact that ice Ih has a bulk modulus B 0 of 8.5 GPa [35] and general observations on how bulk moduli scale with density. Apart from very few exceptions which involve solids with electronic transitions, the bulk modulus of a high pressure phase is always larger than of its low pressure phase, see Anderson and Nafe [36] for a systematic study an numerous oxides, halides, and semiconductors. Although hydrogen-bonded systems were not investigated there, it is unquestionable that a similar relation holds for ice phases, i.e., one would expect B 0 (Ih) < B 0 (VI) < B 0 (VII). A B 0 value for ice VII smaller than that of ice Ih [11] [12] [13] between 4 and 7. Again, our B 0 = 5.7-6.2 is physically reasonable, given the value for ice Ih which ranges between 5.4 and 6.6, determined from ultrasonic and neutron diffraction measurement, see Ref. [37] and references therein.
A comparison of the elastic properties of the two phases at a given temperature shows no significant difference below ≈7 GPa (Fig. 5) . This demonstrates that hydrogen ordering has a very small effect on the bulk modulus, and a similar situation is expected for other ice phases which are related to each other by hydrogen-ordering phenomena, such as ices II and IX. This observation seems to confirm the general belief that the bulk modulus of a solid is determined essentially by density, i.e., that structural details have only a minor effect on B 0 (Ref. [38] and references therein).
The reason for the large scattering among previous diffraction results with a tendency toward overestimating B 0 are multiple: potential presence of strongly nonhydrostatic pressure conditions in DAC experiments [4, 7] , poor sampling of the low-pressure region [4, 7, 9, 11, 12] , imposing particular values for B 0 [7, 39] , for B 0 [15] or for V 0 [12] , or imposing particular EoS relations [14] .
Our equation of state of ice VIII differs from the one presented previously by Besson et al. [33] . The reason for the significant difference is that Besson's et al. EoS [33] was based on Hemley's et al. [4] 300 K EoS of ice VII which strongly overestimates the pressure in the 2-25 GPa range, see Fig. 4 , hence overestimates significantly the bulk modulus.
Strictly speaking, the equations of state presented here are valid only for deuterated ices VII and VIII. However, the x-ray data of Munro et al. [2] demonstrate that there is no detectable difference between the EoS of D 2 O and H 2 O to at least 30 GPa, and Shimizu's et al. Brillouin results to 7.5 GPa come to the same conclusion [6] . We note as well that a potential difference in V 0 between recovered D 2 O and H 2 O samples is at most 0.04 cm 3 /mol for ice VII and 0.02 cm 3 /mol for ice VIII [40] , i.e., smaller than 0.3%.
In conclusion, we have carried out neutron diffraction experiments to determine the equation of state of ice VII at 298 K between 2 and 13.7 GPa, as well as the EoS of ice VIII to 11.6 GPa and down to 93 K. Fits to these data sets using various EoS relations can reproduce the elastic behavior of ice VII to at least 20 GPa, and possibly even much higher, by comparison with accurate low-pressure neutron data to 6.7 GPa [14] and x-ray data obtained in DACs up to 100 GPa [8, 11] . In the 0-7 GPa range, the equations of state of the two phases are indistinguishable, using a Rydberg-Vinet description with the thermal expansion determined from recovered ice VII samples. For higher pressures we find evidence of a small but significant deviation of the two equations of state at low temperatures which we attribute to an anomalous stiffening of phonon modes in ice VIII reported previously [34] . We believe that these equations of state provide the most accurate description of the thermoelastic behavior of the dominant high pressure ice phases currently available.
